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Figure: Lattimer & Prakash 2004 (Science 304: 536) 

This pressure variation accounts for the nearly
50% variation in predictions of neutron star
radii (27).

A potential constraint on the EOS derives
from the rotation of neutron stars. An abso-
lute upper limit to the neutron star spin fre-
quency is the mass-shedding limit, at which
the velocity of the stellar surface equals that
of an orbiting particle suspended just above
the surface. For a rigid Newtonian sphere,
this frequency is the Keplerian rate

vK ! (2")#1!GM/R3 !

1833$M/MJ)1/2(10 km/R)3/2 Hz (3)

However, both deformation and GR effects
are important. A similar expression, but
with a coefficient of 1224 Hz and in which
M and R refer to the
mass and radius of
the maximum-mass,
nonrotating configu-
ration, describes the
maximum rotation
rate possible for an
EOS (26, 28, 29).
We have found that
Eq. 3, but with a co-
efficient of 1045
Hz, approximately
describes the maxi-
mum rotation rate
for a star of mass M
(not close to the
maximum mass) and
nonrotating radius R
independently of the
EOS. The highest
observed spin rate,
641 Hz from pul-
sar PSR B1937%21
(30), implies a radi-
us limit of 15.5 km
for 1.4 MJ.

Internal Structure
and Composition
A neutron star has
five major regions:
the inner and outer
cores, the crust, the envelope, and the atmo-
sphere (Fig. 3). The atmosphere and envelope
contain a negligible amount of mass, but the
atmosphere plays an important role in shap-
ing the emergent photon spectrum, and the
envelope crucially influences the transport and
release of thermal energy from the star’s sur-
face. The crust, extending about 1 to 2 km
below the surface, primarily contains nuclei.
The dominant nuclei in the crust vary with
density, and range from 56Fe for matter with
densities less than about 106 g cm#3 to nuclei
with A & 200 but x & (0.1 to 0.2) near the
core-crust interface at n ' n0/3. Such extremely

neutron-rich nuclei are not observed in the lab-
oratory, but rare-isotope accelerators (31) hope
to create some of them.

Within the crust, at densities above the
neutron drip density 4 ( 1011 g cm#3 where
the neutron chemical potential (the energy
required to remove a neutron from the filled
sea of degenerate fermions) is zero, neutrons
leak out of nuclei. At the highest densities in
the crust, more of the matter resides in the
neutron fluid than in nuclei. At the core-crust
interface, nuclei are so closely packed that
they are almost touching. At somewhat lower
densities, the nuclear lattice can turn inside-
out and form a lattice of voids, which is
eventually squeezed out at densities near n0

(32). If so, beginning at about 0.1 n0, there
could be a continuous change of the dimen-
sionality of matter from three-dimensional

(3D) nuclei (meatballs), to 2D cylindrical
nuclei (spaghetti), to 1D slabs of nuclei inter-
laid with planar voids (lasagna), to 2D cylin-
drical voids (ziti), to 3D voids (ravioli, or
Swiss cheese in Fig. 3) before an eventual
transition to uniform nucleonic matter
(sauce). This series of transitions is known as
the nuclear pasta.

For temperatures less than &0.1 MeV, the
neutron fluid in the crust probably forms a
1S0 superfluid (1, 2). Such a superfluid would
alter the specific heat and the neutrino emis-
sivities of the crust, thereby affecting how
neutron stars cool. The superfluid would also

form a reservoir of angular momentum that,
being loosely coupled to the crust, could
cause pulsar glitch phenomena (33).

The core constitutes up to 99% of the mass
of the star (Fig. 3). The outer core consists of a
soup of nucleons, electrons, and muons. The
neutrons could form a 3P2 superfluid and the
protons a 1S0 superconductor within the outer
core. In the inner core, exotic particles such as
strangeness-bearing hyperons and/or Bose con-
densates (pions or kaons) may become abun-
dant. It is possible that a transition to a mixed
phase of hadronic and deconfined quark matter
develops (34), even if strange quark matter is
not the ultimate ground state of matter. Delin-
eating the phase structure of dense cold quark
matter (35) has yielded novel states of matter,
including color-superconducting phases with
(36) and without condensed mesons (35).

Neutron Star
Cooling
The interior of a proto–
neutron star loses ener-
gy at a rapid rate
by neutrino emission.
Within 10 to 100 years,
the thermal evolution
time of the crust, heat
transported by electron
conduction into the in-
terior, where it is radi-
ated away by neutrinos,
creates an isothermal
structure [stage (V) in
Fig. 1]. The star contin-
uously emits photons,
dominantly in x-rays,
with an effective tem-
perature Teff that tracks
the interior temperature
but that is smaller by a
factor of &100. The
energy loss from pho-
tons is swamped by
neutrino emission from
the interior until the star
becomes about 3 ( 105

years old (stage VI).
The overall time

that a neutron star will
remain visible to terrestrial observers is not yet
known, but there are two possibilities: the stan-
dard and enhanced cooling scenarios. The dom-
inant neutrino cooling reactions are of a general
type, known as Urca processes (37), in which
thermally excited particles alternately undergo
beta and inverse-beta decays. Each reaction
produces a neutrino or antineutrino, and
thermal energy is thus continuously lost.

The most efficient Urca process is the
direct Urca process involving nucleons:

n3 p % e ! " v̄e, p3 n % e% % ve

(4)

Fig. 2. Mass-radius diagram for neutron stars. Black (green) curves are for normal matter (SQM)
equations of state [for definitions of the labels, see (27)]. Regions excluded by general relativity
(GR), causality, and rotation constraints are indicated. Contours of radiation radii R) are given by
the orange curves. The dashed line labeled *I/I! 0.014 is a radius limit estimated from Vela pulsar
glitches (27 ).
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Motivation 1.  Nuclear equation of state. 
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Motivation 2.  Pulsar Binary Evolution 
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Timing	  the	  pulses.	  
Mapping	  out	  an	  orbit.	  
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Timing	  the	  pulses.	  
Mapping	  out	  an	  orbit.	  
Actually,	  it	  is	  a	  liCle	  more	  complicated….	  



In classical physics physics (non-relativistic), the orbit is characterized by:   
• orbital period 
• semi-major axis projected along the line-of-sight 
• eccentricity 
• angle of periastron 
• time of periastron passage 

The motion of the pulsar is determined by the gravitational interaction between the pulsar and 
companion stars, which depends on the pulsar mass, m1, and the companion mass, m2.   
However,  the masses cannot be directly inferred from the parameters listed above.     
Why not? see next two slides 

Timing	  the	  pulses.	  
Mapping	  out	  an	  orbit.	  



Ambiguities in observations of a classical radio pulsar orbit 

1.  Orbit inclination is unknown. 

Δ t 

Δ t 
orbit not edge-on; observed Δt is the same as 
edge-on case, but orbit is larger 

orbit viewed edge-on 

? 



? 
Companion might be heavy star in small 
orbit or light star in a large orbit 

Because of these ambiguities, pulsar timing observations of a  classical orbit does 
not tell us everything we want to know about the orbital system.  In particular, we 
cannot infer either the pulsar mass, m1, or the companion mass, m2.  

We need two additional measurements. 
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Ambiguities in observations of a classical radio pulsar orbit 

2.  Characteristics of the companion star and its orbit are unknown. 
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Obtaining additional orbital measurements: 
1. Relativistic orbital phenomena 



Obtaining additional orbital measurements: 
2. Classical observations beyond the pulsar binary motion 

Observation of 
companion star orbit 

m	  1	  
m	  2	  =	  

a	  1	  sin	  i	  
a	  2	  sin	  i	  

Triple system:  
pulsar with two companion stars 

Three-body system cannot be solved analytically.	

Numerical integration yields mass and inclination 
values for all three bodies.	  
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Figure: Jim Lattimer 
stellarcollapse.org/nsmasses 



Neutron Star-Neutron Star binaries 
• Mildly recycled pulsars (P~20 to 60 ms) 
• Highly eccentric orbits 
• Short orbital periods (usually) 

Notes:  
PSR J1756-2251.  Ferdman et al 2014 (MNRAS in press) m1=1.230(7) m2=1.341(7). 
PSRJ1906+0746. van Leeuwen et al 2014 (in prep). Young pulsar. m1=1.323(11), m2=1.290(11).  Nature of companion unclear. 
PSRJ1807-2500B=NGC6544B. Lynch et al 2012 (ApJ 745:109).  P=4.8 ms, fully recycled.  Nature of companion unclear.  Likely 
that present system formed in exchange interaction. 

J1756-‐2251	  
J1756-‐2251	  comp.	  



THE YOUNG, RELATIVISTIC BINARY PULSAR J1906+0746 9

Figure 8. Mass-mass diagram for the ephemeris presented in Table 3. The
lines represent the values of m1 and m2 allowed by the three measured post-
Keplerian parameters: !̇ (the solid line), " (the dotted lines) and Ṗb (the
dashed lines). The dot indicates the best-fit value for m1 and m2.

J1906+0746 is consistent with the value predicted by general
relativity when we assume a reasonable system proper mo-
tion.

5.4. Mass measurements
Having obtained reasonable estimates of the advance of pe-

riastron !̇, the gravitational redshift/time dilation parameter
", and the orbital decay Ṗb for J1906+0746, we use these
three parameters to place constraints on the masses of the pul-
sar (m1) and companion (m2).

If we use the dependence of the post-Keplerian parame-
ters on the masses, as defined in general relativity (see, e.g.
Taylor & Weisberg 1989), each parameter constrains the al-
lowed (m1,m2) pairs. The intersection of the allowed regions
in m1 - m2 parameter space represents the most likely values
of the pulsar and companion masses. The mass-mass diagram
for our timing solution of J1906+0746 is shown in Fig. 8.
The three measured post-Keplerian parameters provide con-
sistent values of the pulsar and companion masses. Using the
DDGR (Damour & Deruelle 1986, Taylor & Weisberg 1989)
binary model, we finally conclude that m1 = 1.323(11)M!
and m2 = 1.290(11)M!. That pair of masses is marked in
Fig. 8, and indeed falls within the overlap of the constraints
from the post-Keplerian parameters.

6. DISPERSION MEASURE VARIATIONS

We next investigate changes in dispersion measure, either
as long-term evolution, or as trends that could recur every
orbit. To estimate such variations within our data span, we
used the WAPP data, with its superior wide bandwidth and
512-channel spectral information.

6.1. Secular DM variation
For each epoch of WAPP data, we used TEMPO to fit for

the DM using only TOAs from that day. We used our best

global timing solution and allowed only the DM to vary for
any given epoch. This way, TEMPO settles on a DM for this
day that produces the best overall fit. This can bring to light
intrinsic DM variations, but it can also absorb other frequency
dependent effects. On two days, outliers suggest instrument
problems (MJDs 53565 and 53810; Figs. 9 and 10), and these
data were excluded from the timing analysis. Generally,
the observed variations are larger than the error bars. There is,
however, no long-term behaviour that could be included in the
timing analysis (Fig. 9). The short-term variations observed in
the DM values are most likely induced by other TOA changes
that systemically depend on frequency; these could be pro-
file evolution that varies with frequency, potentially amplified
when scintillation affects the relative contributions of differ-
ent parts of the band.

6.2. Orbital DM variation
The dispersion measure may vary with orbital phase, if

the pulsar emission travels through varying plasma den-
sities throughout the binary orbit. Such variations have
been seen in several pulsars with non-degenerate compan-
ions (e.g., B1957+20, Fruchter et al. 1995; and J2051!0827,
Stappers et al. 2001). To distinguish between a neutron star
and a less compact companion, we investigated the behaviour
of the DM of J1906+0746 over orbital phase.

For each WAPP-data epoch we divided TOAs over 16 bins
across the "2 hr Arecibo observation. We calculated the best-
fit DM for each of the 16 bins individually, keeping other tim-
ing parameters fixed at the best-fit values (Table 3). We then
investigate the DM versus orbital phase for each epoch, as
plotted in Fig. 10. Although variations at individual epochs
are somewhat significant within the stated, TEMPO-doubled
error bars, there are no compelling overall trends in DM over
the course of an orbit. Thus no type of companion can be
ruled in or out based on orbital DM variations.

7. ORBITAL ABERRATION

We have so-far attributed the observed profile changes to
geodetic precession, an effect seen only in strong gravita-
tional fields. It is, however, also possible that the spe-
cial relativistic effect of aberration contributes to the ob-
served profile changes. Aberration on an orbital timescale
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Figure 9. Dispersion measure variations versus time, for all WAPP-data
epochs. The anomalously low DM seen on MJD 53810 (circled) suggests
that data was affected by an instrument problem.

Example of measuring m1, m2 
PSR J1906+0746, 4 hr orbit, e=0.085 
Leeuwen et al 2014, ApJ, submitted 

Precession rate: 
       7.5841±0.0005 deg/yr 
           m1+m2=2.6133±0.0002M$

Precession and γ: 
       m1=1.323±0.011M$

       m2=1.290±0.011M 
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Neutron Star-Neutron Star binaries 
• Mildly recycled pulsars (P~20 to 60 ms) 
• Highly eccentric orbits 
• Short orbital periods (usually) 



Mildly recycled (spun-up pulsar) 
Not recycled 

Notes:  
PSR J1756-2251.  Ferdman et al 2014 (MNRAS in press) m1=1.230(7) m2=1.341(7). 
PSRJ1906+0746. van Leeuwen et al 2014 (in prep). Young pulsar. m1=1.323(11), m2=1.290(11).  Nature of companion unclear. 
PSRJ1807-2500B=NGC6544B. Lynch et al 2012 (ApJ 745:109).  P=4.8 ms, fully recycled.  Nature of companion unclear.  Likely 
that present system formed in exchange interaction. 

J1756-‐2251	  
J1756-‐2251	  comp.	  



Summary 

• Unrecycled neutron stars: 1.23M to 1.38M. 
 Caveat: almost all measured in the same type of system, NS-NS binaries 

• Mildly recycled neutron stars: slightly heavier than unrecycled neutron stars 
 Caveat: PSR B1534+12 is counterexample, lighter than its unrecycled companion 



Neutron Star-White Dwarf Binaries 
• Circular orbits; pulsar periods 1.5 to 20 ms 
• Light white dwarf companions (typically) 



Millisecond Pulsar Triple System 
PSR J0337+1715 
Ransom et al. 2014 (Nature 505: 521) 

Triple system: 
• Pulsar, 2.7 ms (fully recycled) 
• White dwarf, 0.2M, 1.6 day orbit 
• White dwarf, 0.4M, 327 day orbit 

Numerically integrate 3-body 
gravitational interaction to find best 
model for the system.  This 
determines masses and inclinations. 

     m1=1.4378±0.0013M$

. 



Summary 

• Unrecycled neutron stars: 1.23M to 1.38M. 
 Caveat: almost all measured in the same type of system, NS-NS binaries 

• Mildly recycled neutron stars: slightly heavier than unrecycled neutron stars 
 Caveat: PSR B1534+12 is counterexample, lighter than its unrecycled companion 

• Fully recycled neutron stars: need not be heavier than mildly recycled NS. 
 Triple pulsar J0337+1715 is fully recycled but only 1.44M. 



Figure: Jim Lattimer 
stellarcollapse.org/nsmasses 



Eccentric MSP binary PSR J1903+0327 
Champion et al. 2008 (Science 320: 1309) 
Freire et al. 2011 (MNRAS 412: 2763) 

Precession 
• 0.0002400(2)°/yr 
    ⇒m1+m2=2.70±0.03M 

Shapiro Delay 
• Inclination 77.47±0.15°  
• m2=1.029±0.008M 

   m1=1.667±0.021M 

Fully recycled P=2.15 ms 
Eccentric e=0.44, 95-day orbit 
Main sequence companion 
    ⇒	  unique evolution 



Summary 

• Unrecycled neutron stars: 1.23M to 1.38M. 
 Caveat: almost all measured in the same type of system, NS-NS binaries 

• Mildly recycled neutron stars: slightly heavier than unrecycled neutron stars 
 Caveat: PSR B1534+12 is counterexample, lighter than its unrecycled companion 

• Fully recycled neutron stars: need not be heavier than mildly recycled NS. 
 Triple pulsar J0337+1715 is fully recycled but only 1.44M. 

• Neutron stars can have masses up to at least ~1.67M.  



Neutron Star-White Dwarf Binaries 
• Circular orbits; pulsar periods 1.5 to 20 ms 
• Light white dwarf companions (typically) 
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Shapiro delay  
• Inclination 89.17±0.02° 
• m2=0.500±0.006M 

    m1=1.97±0.04M 

Fully recycled P=3.15 ms 
Circular e~10-6 

White dwarf companion 
8.7 day orbit 

( ) [ ] 0 2 3 sin sin 1 ln 2 ϕ ϕ - - = Δ i m c 
G t 

PSR J1614-2230 
Pulsar-White Dwarf binary  
Demorest et al. 2010  
(Nature 467: 1081)E 



Summary 

• Unrecycled neutron stars: 1.23M to 1.38M. 
 Caveat: almost all measured in the same type of system, NS-NS binaries 

• Mildly recycled neutron stars: slightly heavier than unrecycled neutron stars 
 Caveat: PSR B1534+12 is counterexample, lighter than its unrecycled companion 

• Fully recycled neutron stars: need not be heavier than mildly recycled NS. 
 Triple pulsar J0337+1715 is fully recycled but only 1.44M. 

• Neutron stars can have masses up to at least ~1.67M  ~2.0M. 



Pulsar-White Dwarf binary PSR J0348+0432 
Antoniadis et al. 2013 (Science 340: 1233232)Ec 

Companion spectroscopy 
• T=10120±47±90 K 
• log g(cm/s2)=6.035±0.032±0.060 
• m2=0.172±0.003M 
• q=m1/m2=11.70±0.13 

    m1=2.01±0.04M 

Mildly recycled P=39.12 ms 
Circular e~2x10-6 

White dwarf companion 
2.5 hour orbit 



Mildly recycled P=39.12 ms 
Circular e~2x10-6 

White dwarf companion 
2.5 hour orbit 

Summary 

• Unrecycled neutron stars: 1.23M to 1.38M. 
 Caveat: almost all measured in the same type of system, NS-NS binaries 

• Mildly recycled neutron stars: slightly heavier than unrecycled neutron stars 
 Caveat: PSR B1534+12 is counterexample, lighter than its unrecycled companion 

• Fully recycled neutron stars: need not be heavier than mildly recycled NS. 
 Triple pulsar J0337+1715 is fully recycled but only 1.44M. 

• Neutron stars can have masses up to at least ~2.0M.  
 Heavy neutron stars have periods similar to both mildly recycled and fully recycled pulsars. 



Neutron Star-White Dwarf Binaries 
• Circular orbits; pulsar periods 1.5 to 20 ms 
• Light white dwarf companions (typically) 



Eccentric globular cluster pulsars 
47 Tuc I, 47 Tuc J, M5B, NGC6440B 
Freire et al. 2008 (ApJ 675: 670) 
Freire et al. 2008 (ApJ 697: 1433)c 
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NGC6440B  
• Precession: 0.00391±0.00018°/yr 
      ⇒ m1=2.92±0.20M$

• Inclination:  Uniform a priori  
      distribution of cos i  

       m1=2.74±0.21M$

Same reasoning for  
47 Tuc I, 47 Tuc J, and M5B  
also yields relatively large m1. 



Figure: Jim Lattimer 
stellarcollapse.org/nsmasses 



Eclipsing binary PSR B1957+20 
van Kerkwijk, Breton, & Kulkarni 2011 (ApJ 728: 95)Ec 

Optical observations 
• Light curve ⇒	  inclination 
• Spectra ⇒ orbit⇒ m1/m2 

    m1=2.40±0.12M 



Figure: Jim Lattimer 
stellarcollapse.org/nsmasses 

High neutron star masses from other black widow/redback systems: 

• PSR B1957+20  m1 = 2.40±0.11M %(van Kerkwijk et al 2011) 
• PSR J1311-3430  m1 > 2.1M  (Romani et al 2012) 
• PSR J1816+4510  m1 = (1.84±0.11M/sin i)3  (Kaplan et al 2013) 
• PSR J2215+5135  m1 > 1.75M %(Schroeder & Halpern 2014) 



Similar results from other black widow/redback systems: 

• PSR B1957+20  m1 = 2.40±0.11M %(van Kerkwijk et al 2011) 
• PSR J1311-3430  m1 > 2.1M  (Romani et al 2012) 
• PSR J1816+4510  m1 = (1.84±0.11M/sin i)3  (Kaplan et al 2013) 
• PSR J2215+5135  m1 > 1.75M %(Schroeder & Halpern 2014) 

Summary 

• Unrecycled neutron stars: 1.23M to 1.38M. 
 Caveat: almost all measured in the same type of system, NS-NS binaries 

• Mildly recycled neutron stars: slightly heavier than unrecycled neutron stars 
 Caveat: PSR B1534+12 is counterexample, lighter than its unrecycled companion 

• Fully recycled neutron stars: need not be heavier than mildly recycled NS. 
 Triple pulsar J0337+1715 is fully recycled but only 1.44M. 

• Neutron stars can have masses up to at least ~2.0M, perhaps even ~2.4M. 
 Heavy neutron stars have periods similar to both mildly recycled and fully recycled pulsars. 
 All neutron stars in black widow/redback binaries with measured masses are heavy.  



1.  Motivation 

2.  How to measure neutron star masses by timing binary millisecond pulsars 

3.  Interesting recent measurements of neutron star masses. 

4.  Why there will be more and better measurements in the future. 



The future I.    
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64 MHz bandwidth 
GASP (GBT) 2005-2011 
ASP (Arecibo) 2005-2012 
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PSR J1614-2230 
Pulsar-White Dwarf binary  
Demorest et al. 2010  
(Nature 467: 1081) 

Red points:  
      GUPPI (wideband) 
Gray points:  
      previous-generation instruments 



( ) [ ] 0 2 3 sin sin 1 ln 2 ϕ ϕ - - = Δ i m c 
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PSR B1855+09 
Shapiro Delay 

Preliminary unpublished  
NANOGrav data 



The future II.   New millisecond pulsar discoveries.   

Galactic (non-globular-cluster) millisecond pulsars by year of discovery 
(based on discovery publication date), at Arecibo, Green Bank, and other telescopes. 

For an up-to-date list: http://astro.phys.wvu.edu/GalacticMSPs/GalacticMSPs.txt 
Figure: Maura McLaughlin 
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Summary 

• Unrecycled neutron stars: 1.23M to 1.38M. 
 Caveat: almost all measured in the same type of system, NS-NS binaries 

• Mildly recycled neutron stars: slightly heavier than unrecycled neutron stars 
 Caveat: PSR B1534+12 is counterexample, lighter than its unrecycled companion 

• Fully recycled neutron stars: need not be heavier than mildly recycled NS. 
 Triple pulsar J0337+1715 is fully recycled but only 1.44M. 

• Neutron stars can have masses up to at least ~2.0M, perhaps even ~2.4M. 
 Heavy neutron stars have periods similar to both mildly recycled and fully recycled pulsars. 
 All neutron stars in black widow/redback binaries with measured masses are heavy.  


